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ACT Fact sheet on EU regulation on portability
(French and English versions)

The Association of Commercial
Television in Europe (ACT) is a
trade body for the commercial
broadcasting sector in Europe.
Formed in 1989, the ACT has 27
member companies active in 37
European countries, operating
and distributing several
thousand free-to-air and pay-tv
channels and new media
services.

ACT issued a technical specification sheet on the EU Regulation on
portability for audiovisual professionals.
Click here for English version and here for French version.
Read more.

ITV commissions new entertainment show,
Japandemonium

ITV announces new show Japandemonium, a fast-paced, actionpacked series celebrating the very best and funniest clips from
Japan’s iconic game shows.
Read more.

RTL Group: Diversity in German TV and film
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On 12 July 2017 the results of a study entitled ‘Audiovisuelle
Diversität? Geschlechterdarstellung in Film und Fernsehen in
Deutschland’ (Audiovisual diversity? Gender representation in film
and television in Germany) were presented at the Berlin Academy of
the Arts. The research was supported by Mediengruppe RTL
Deutschland and other leading German broadcasting groups and film
sponsors.
Read more

Renewable energy in Sky supply chain

Sky works with its partners and suppliers to help reduce carbon
emissions throughout its supply chain. After several months of
collaboration Sky announces that Zinwell, one of its manufacturing
partners, is now producing around 50 percent of its onsite energy
needs through solar power.
Read more

Viacom: When it comes to content, emotion
really is king

Viacom’s international consumer insights study, “Emotion is King”,
provides new insights into the way viewers around the world make
their content viewing decisions – and the way that content makes
them feel.
Read more
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